HeatherHarrisArt Newsletter
March 28, 2006

Dear Family, Friends, Art lovers, and Collectors,
I hope that the past few months have been as good for you as they have been for me, and that
you and yours are doing well!!
I have been working on several pieces and have been waiting for the burn ban to be lifted so I
can complete some of the mixed-media pieces that I love to create. Recently, some new works
were placed online in the limited editions section. Two new landscapes are Peaceful Eve and
Day Break. Both were taken in Corpus Christie. Also available is a panoramic entitled Sunset
from County Line. In the floral section you will find Raindrops. As far as abstracts are
concerned, there are five that have been added: UT Power (from Rose Bowl 41-38 I), Blue
Night (from Purple Skies), Skating Into the Night (from Congress Bridge During the Holidays),
Untitled (from Dimming Day), and Screaming Sunset (from Sunset at County Line). Last time I
wrote, four of these were in progress. Since then, I have decided to offer them as limited
editions, as well as incorporating them into permanent sculptural frames. I will keep you updated
on the mixed-media pieces and their progress.
If you haven’t been able to make it to the Carr-America exhibit, it is still on. The Carr America
Building is located at the corner of 6th Street and Lavaca. You will see Eye of 360, Apollo
Illuminates Day, and Diminishing Into Night as you step off the elevator on the 6th floor, and
other artists’ work on floors 3-7.
In the next month, Starbucks on Far West will be exhibiting my work in a solo show, and I am very
excited about this. As soon as the dates of the exhibit are firm, I will let you know when it will
begin. The manager and I are hoping to get the works hung as soon as possible. We expect that
it will be the weekend after Easter.
Have a great day!!!!
Feel free to forward this to people who love art!!
Heather
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Works In This Newsletter

Peaceful Eve

Daybreak

Raindrops

Apollo Illuminates Day
Suppressing Night

Sunset From County Line

Screaming Sunset

UT Power

Skating Into The Night

Untitled

Eye of 360

Blue Night

Diminishing Into Night
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